[Use of quantitative electroencephalogram in patients with septic shock].
To observe the quantitative electroencephalogram (qEEG) characteristics of the patients with septic shock in intensive care unit (ICU), and to find the early presence and severity of septic-associated encephalopathy (SAE) in these patients. During November 2014 to August 2015, 26 cases with septic shock were included from the ICU of the First Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University.During the same period, 14 healthy volunteers were included as control. The brain function instrument was used to monitor the patients by the bed, placing leads as the internationally used 10-20 system, bipolar longitudinal F3-P3, F4-P4 four channels, and then consecutive clips of 5 minutes was chosen, using the average value of the clips, the amplitude integrated electroencephalogram (aEEG), relative frequency band energy, spectrum entropy, relative alpha ariability to carry out statistical analysis.And the qEEG features of septic shock patients with different Glasgow coma scale (GCS) levels were also analyzed. (1) 96% of the patients with septic shock had EEG abnormalities.Alpha frequency band energy, alpha ariability, aEEG amplitude, spectrum entropy decreased significantly (P<0.05=, while the delta frequency band energy significantly increased (P<0.05=. (2) aEEG amplitude decline appeared in 34% of patients with septic shock, and within the septic shock groups, amplitude decreased significantly (P<0.05= in patients with GCS under five. Patients with septic shock tends to have diffuse inhibition in EEG, and the inhibition degree can reflect cerebral lesion degree; changes of EEG frequency as early warning indicators of brain damage are sensitive, and the decline of amplitude often indicates critical injury.